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ABSTRACT

The problem of diffusion of buried waste in a moist soil is formulated in cylindrical
coordinates and solved by means of integral transform techniques after appropriate asymptotic
approximations. The model is then used to predict the possible contamination of aquifers situated
at a given depth.
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INTRODUCTION

Frequently, human and other wastes are disposed of by a burial pro-
cess, while intensive use of fertilizers is another form of burying matter that can
pollute. These two processes are probably more extensive in Third World coun-
tries with attendant consequences. As the buried matter diffuse, and when the
soil is moist, they also disperse hydrodynamically. So that aquifers in the imme-
diate vicinity may be contaminated. This paper is addressed to understanding the
extent of this environmental hazard.

It will be assumed that the burial takes place in cylindrical geometry
in which the radius of the cylinder is ro such that the z'-axis is directed inside
the ground and an aquifer exists at z' = (. Thus in the cylindrical coordinate sys-
tem (r', <p, z') the velocity and gravitation vectors will be denoted by (u', 0, w')
and (0 ,0 ,9 ) , respectively. Further, we shall denote time by t1, pressure by p \
permeability by K, mass diffusivity by D, density by p, kinematic coefficient of
viscosity by v, coefficient volume expansion by /? and subscript oo will be used
to denote conditions far away from the burial region.

With the variables defined, the problem is formulated in the next chap-
ter. Subsequent chapters are devoted to the solutions and discussion of the results.

FORMULATION

We consider flow in porous medium in which the velocity involved are
small so that the inertia terms in the momentum equations may be neglected. With
the variables defined in the previous section, the equations for flow in a porous
medium may be found in (say) Bird et al. [1]. Here we elimiate the pressure
gradients and under the usual Boussinesq approximations we write the equations
in non-dimensional form. Thus

1 d_
r dr

~aT
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r dr dr

The problem therefore depends on the aspect ratio R , the free convection pa-
rameter Ge, the Schmidt number Sc and the porosity parameter x- These and the
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other non-dimensional parameters are defined as

t = — , r = T'/TQ, z = z'/l, (u,tu) = ; ,

(p ' -pL)r 0
2 C

- QH = (^

Q. may be referred to as the vorticity.

Now, before the deposition of matter in the ground, there could exist a
steady velocity, Waa, in the porous medium as a result of a driving axial pressure
gradient, such that

S I ^-XAW c =-dp /dr (3)

We can take the solution of (3) as

*-"° - - \ (4)
j tfooyO on r = l

in which Kn{ x) is modified Bessel function of the second kind of order n. The
buried matter will be deposited in a pit r < 1. Therefore the solutions will be
different in the regions r < 1 and 1 < r < oo. To avoid complicated matching,
we assume that for r > 1, u = 0 and w = u ^ , and the surface r = 1 has a
known concentration / ( z , t) which for simplicity we shall take as

f(z,t)=cae-r' (5)

in which cw and T are constants. The mathematical statement of the problem is
then as follows.

When time t < 0, no matter is deposited in a pit dug in the ground
and the soil moisture velocity is given by Equation (4). At time t = 0, matter of
concentration cj, is deposted in the cylindrical pit and a transient diffusion and
hydrodynamic dispersion processes take place, Hence inside the pit, the problem
is governed by Equations (1) and subject to the conditions

t = 0 : tu = tiioo, u = 0, c = l

t > 0 :

c = f(z,t), ii; = u)ooi « = 0,

£1 on r = 1
0 on r = 1

u = 0 = u i on ^ = 0 , l ; — = -a on z = 0, — = 0 on 2 = 1 ( 6 )
cte az

where a is the driving concentration gradient in the pit. Outside the pit the gov-
erning equations become

(7)

(8)

with the concomitant boundary conditions

r = 0 : c = 0 ; t > 0 : c = f{z,t) on r = 1 , - ^ = 0 on z = 0,1 .
dz

The mathematical statement of the problem is now complete.

METHOD OF SOLUTION

We shall consider first the solution for r < 1 and then that for r > 1.
These can be tackled independently as a result of the simplifying assumptions
made in the previous section.

Solution for r < 1

Ideally we will expect r > I in Equation (5) for slow diffusion pro-
cess. So that in the solution of Equations (1) and (6) we may take the concentra-
tion and velocities to be represented in the form

etc. (9)

where c(1) (say) is a slowly varying function of z and it will be expected to be
small in comparison with c(0). For example, the equation for the concentration
reduces to the sequence of approximations

dr2 + r dr

and

' dt

t = 0 : c(0> = 1

t > 0 : c(0) = 0 on r = 1 ;

r dr

= 0 on

(10)

\ (ft dz J
t = 0 : c(1> = 0

1 > 0 : c(1) = c^ e~Tl on r = 1

*= —a on z = 0, dz
1 . (11)



The value of w(0) can be obtained from the first approximation for the equations
governing the velocity components. That is

u<°> = 0
9c(0)

Kdr1 r dr r2 Xdt dr '

and the boundary conditions may be extracted from Equations (6).

Equation (10) is standard and its solution can be expressed as
00 _ \

(12)

(13)

where Jn(x) is theBcssel function of the first kind of ordern and /n(Ao) = 0.
Generally Equation (11) can be tackled by the alternating direction implicit finite
difference scheme. And indeed, this expensive computation was carried out on
the ICTP Convex C210 super computer for a given w<c) (r) . However, to obtain
a better insight into the physics of the problem, Equation (11) is now considered
for R > 1 and R < 1.

First, when R > l w e set

r, = 2 / R , £ = 1/R <

with the eventual results

at

,r(0) (

(14)

(15)

and the appropriate boundary conditions. Equations (IS) can be tackled by the
successive application of the finite Fourier cosine transform and the finite Hankel
transform. Thus putting

the solutions can be expressed as
0

CQ1' = 2R 'S

dr,
(16)

+ 2
m - l

(17)

and

JD _ ic, 1

where

n,rn,T)drl

O, / (^n ,m, t ) - /
Jo

(18)

Jo
cos mirR7] dr\ I r/o(Anr)F(r,T],t)cir .

(19)

Second, when the aspect ratio is small we now set

p2 Q
^\. _^ Jj

T ~ "sT (' = r> £l ~ R T < J

and the concentration equation then becomes

&T

and with

the solutions for ĉ  and c, can be developed as for Equations (17) and (18).

And third, to complete the solutions, we need to know u>(0). This is
tantamount to the solution of Equation (12), and for simplicity we consider the
case when iuoql( r) = constant, in which case

Then putting

G(r,t) =
dr

and applying the finite Hankel transform we can easily deduce the solution

• > * • •
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such that

g(lin,t)= f r Mnnr) G{r,t)dr
Jo

and the value of G{ r, t) is known for high and low values of the aspect ratio from

dr '

The value of tu(0) is obtained by straightforward integration. That is

(21)

where w(t) is arbitrary function of time. From Equation (21), w(0) = tu«, and
since u/0 ( 1 , t) = m,*, we have

(22)

(23)

Woo = w(t) + 2 ~™,

= W o o •

1
u Jo(y

ft

\) 4/0

The solution of the functional Equation (22) is given by

^ /JnJo(Mn) JO

Equations (21) and (23) given the solution to u><c) and the solutions are now
complete to the indicated order of approximation.

Solution for r > 1

When R ;» 1, the sequence of approximations of Equations (15) are
still valid, expect that now 1 < r < 00, and also the various approximations can
be represented as C(o) and C*1*. It is now convenient to apply the finite Fourier
cosine transform with respect to z and the Laplace transform with respect to t
successively. If we identify the Fourier transform by subscript m and place a
bar over the function under Laplace transform whilst denoting the transformed
variable by $, the equation satisfied by C^ (say) is

with solution
c + wT

( l - ( - l ) '

Ko [si
(24)

Equation (24) has a simple pole at a = 0 and a branch point at a = -m 2 i r 2 R 2 /S ' c .
The inversion of the Laplace transform (L"1) in the Bromwich contour along a
cut from s = —m2Tr2R2/Sc to —oo leads to the result

\Ko(mitRr)

^ K0(.-iS
lc/2

X
l'2r)

Hence by the Fourier inversion formula we obtain the result

= 2R d0) + 2S (25)

In order to obtain compact inversion of the Laplace transform, we look at limiting
value of time. Thus if s —• oo (t —+ 0), then

Ko {sl

Hence on employing convolution we can obtain the result

r . (26)



Next from Eq.(26), we show this time that (s —> 0, t —» oo)

The inverse Laplace transfonn in terms of generalized function may now be de-
duced by introducing the result

-1 f-i=r
[Ins\ Jo

which is given in Foder [2]. The result on invoking convolution is

Hit) + j , r oo .

(27)

Here If ( J) is Heaviside step function, and T and 7 are the complete and in-
complete gamma functions, respectively. Incomplete gamma function can be
expressed as a product of the confluent hypergeometric function Fi(a,b,c) and

Vft Hence the behaviour of Eqs.(26) and (27) are similar.

Forthe next approximation, with wx( r) = —Coo/x2, we can show that

1
r dr T2 +

Ko [s

(28)

(where X' excludes m = k) with solution

,1/2

• m-

Ko [si

LR(m- ,
(29)

and the inversion can be obtained as above.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

For purposes of discussion, we take f = 3 , a = l = clo = Cr = Coo, Sc = 0 .5 =
X- In Figures 1 and 2 the concentration distribution is plotted for various values
of the aspect ratio R , at various times and at different locations.

It is observed that pollutent contamination at z = 1 is largest at r = 0
inside the pit and decreases drastically outside the pit. At small times, the aquifer
is hardly contaminated. When the aspect ratio is large the asymptotic concen-
tration is compared with the ADI finite difference scheme. Asymptotic methods
slightly overestimates the concentration but the computational time involved in
the ADI finite difference scheme compels one to advise against its use. The as-
ymptotic method is quite appropriate.

Finally, when the aspect ratio is small, the contamination of aquifer is
less than when it is large.
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Fig. 1 Concentration distribution.
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Fig,2 Concentration distribution.
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